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Corrigan, Timothy. A short guide to writing about film / Timothy Corrigan. have read or heard aboutâ€”as a way of
encouraging and developing writing skills.

But it bears noting that there simply aren't many books available which do address this specific subject, so my
praise has to be understood in that context. It's been around for some time, and I've noticed that students have
decidedly mixed responses to it. Does the film deal with a conflict still unresolved in our time and culture?
Unfortunately, effort and space wasted on the other two tasks unnecessarily restrict what Corrigan does on this
score. But these are the very subjects his book should have addressed in greatest detail. Does the film give
reasons for their acting in certain ways? Film Art: An Introduction. Do gender roles seem natural or
constructed? He then refers to similar time schemes in classical documentary, eventually citing speed as a
dominant element of modern experience that shapes cinematic strategies of marking time. Are characters
rounded or flat? New York: McGraw,  What motivates their actions freedom, money, justice, love, fear? Do
men influence narrative action more than women? So, for the time being at least, while this may be one of the
best available books on writing essays about film, it has its share of problems. It is true that Corrigan tends to
wax a bit loquacious, letting wordy and meandering discussion often obscure the really important things he
has to say. How is the final outcome of the film anticipated? But the book tries to do too many tasks at least
three big ones and consequently, it does none of them as well as it could--or should. There is a lot of sound
advice in the text, and the sample essays are particularly helpful. What do we know about the film beforehand
ads, posters, stars, trailers? How likely is it that the audience will "get" these references? Questions
Concerning Narrative and Dramatic Development What does the film's title signify or suggest? Corrigan riffs
on thinkers as far apart as Robert Musil and Paul Virilio while offering up resonant interpretations of diary
films by Jonas Mekas, Nanni Moretti, and, in a much more surprising case, Alan Clarke. This is a way of
saying that Corrigan succeeds as a theorist and historian of the essay film, but that he plays a bit fast and loose
as a critic and fails to reproduce on the page the dynamics of viewing on which the essayistic is said to
depend. What main oppositions are explored in the film? How does the film compare to other films by the
same director? Does it consciously present itself as a social statement? Second, the text is part style,
proofreading and writing guide, but again, cheap and much more comprehensive volumes like Hacker's "A
Writer's Reference" do that task far better than can Corrigan so his effort here is mostly wasted. Notable
changes to the seventh edition include some helpful advice about documentary and avante-garde films, an
expansion of the internet resource section, and more information about film sound. Each chapter incorporates,
more or less seam- lessly, italicised sections in which Corrigan examines a film meant to bear out his larger
arguments. A female spectator? But speaking as a professor who teaches film courses and requires stud One of
the more frequent jobs a university professor performs is text review, and it was in this role that I first read
Corrigan's Short Guide. Is the film a literary adaptation?


